Munich, September 14, 2018 / www.censhare.com

Press Release
censhare Plans for the Future with New Leadership
The Supervisory Board of censhare AG has announced that Jürg Weber has been appointed interim CEO and CFO with immediate
effect, replacing CEO Dieter Reichert and CFO Stephan Wehselau.
Jürg Weber assumes this position after an incredibly successful tenure as Managing Director of censhare’s Swiss subsidiary, that he has built over
the last ten years and includes clients such as Migros, Swiss Re and Vitra.
Dr Anastassia Lauterbach, Chairwoman of the Supervisory Board said, “I’m delighted that Jürg has accepted this interim position to help us
through the next phase of growth having demonstrated a high level of strategic competence and leadership as Managing Director in building up
the highly successful Swiss subsidiary”.
Like the founding shareholders Robert Motzke and Walter Bauer and the strategic investor, the Supervisory Board is firmly convinced that censhare
will have a successful future with its leading software solution, established customer relationships, committed employees and innovative strength.
Together with the Executive Board, it will work with great confidence and commitment to shape this future.
“I thank the Supervisory Board for the trust it has placed in me” Jürg Weber added “The clear focus of our work in the coming months will be to
place censhare’s core competencies at the centre of our thoughts and actions.”
The Supervisory Board expressly thanks Dieter Reichert and Stephan Wehselau for their many years of work. Since censhare AG was founded,
Dieter Reichert in particular has worked tirelessly for the company as CEO and mastermind.
We wish both of them all the best for their future.
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About censhare
censhare is a universal, smart content management software vendor which provides a content and marketing
platform to global brands such as Dyson, Jaguar Land Rover, Kohls and Hearst Media Group enabling digital
transformation in providing multi-channel, multi-language, personalized communication to their audiences. Learn
more at censhare.com
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